
Quilt is 78" x 84.

Midnight Clear

"Peace on the earth, goodwill to all qulters!"…



Cutting

Use ¼" seams. Press in the direction of the arrows in the diagrams.

Construction

Quilt is 78" x 84.

Tip: Spray starch the fabric before you start cutting.

Blocks 
From EACH of the 15 Fat Quarters cut 
6 or 7–21/2" x 22" strips  
 (cut carefully, for 7 strips you will be using 171/2" of the  
 18" Fat Quarter width)

8–21/2" x width of fabric strips 
 Sew the strips end-to-end to make one long strip.

Binding 
9–21/2" x width of fabric strips 
 Sew the strips end-to-end using a diagonal seam to make  
 the binding.

Accent Triangles and Border 
7–83/4" x width of fabric strips 
 From the strips, cut 46–83/4" triangles

Background 
19–43/4" x width of fabric strips 
 From the strips, cut 264–43/4" triangles

Cut 264.
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Cut 7 from each strip.
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1 Making the blocks 
To make one block, select  

   1–21/2" x 22" strip for A 
   2–21/2" x 22" matching strips for B  
   1–21/2" x 22" strip for C 
   12–43/4" background triangles

(A)  Join one A and one B 21/2" x 22" strip together as shown. 
Join one B and one C 21/2" x 22" strip together as shown.
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(B)  Align the 60° line on a ruler with the center seam, close 
to the beginning of the strip set, cut. Move the ruler, 
aligning the 21/2" line on the ruler with the cut edge, cut. 
Cut 6 units from the strip set.
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Tip: Select the strips for all  
22 blocks now for the  
best print combinations.
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(C)  Align the 60° line on a ruler with the center seam, close to 
the beginning of the strip set, cut. Move the ruler, aligning 
the 21/2" line on the ruler with the cut edge, cut. Cut 6 units 
from the strip set.
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Cut 6.
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(E)  Add 2–43/4" background triangles to the previous unit. 
Make 6 pieced triangles. Join 3 pieced triangles as shown. 
Make 2 to create a block pair. The block will be created 
when the rows of the quilt are sewn together.  
Make 22 block pairs.

Make 6.
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Make 6.

Make 2.

Block 
Make 22 block pairs.

Row A 
Make 3.

(D)  Join one of each of the units. Make 6.

2 (A) Arrange and sew 4 block pairs and 10–83/4" accent 
triangle together in 2 rows as shown to make one  
row A. Be sure to match the pairs. Make 3 row As.

(B) Arrange and sew 5 block pairs and 8–83/4" accent triangle 
together in 2 rows as shown to make one row A. Be sure to 
match the pairs. Make 2 row Bs.
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3 Join the 3 Row As and 2 Row Bs as shown. 
Trim the quilt sides.  
Be sure to leave a ¼" seam allowance.

4 Measure across the length of the quilt 
for the best measurement for the length 
of the side borders. Cut the borders and 
add to the quilt sides. 
 Measure across the width of the quilt 
for the best measurement for the length 
of the top and bottom borders. Cut the 
borders and add to the top and bottom. 
 Layer, quilt, and bind. 

21/2"  wide borders
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43/4" tall triangle 
Actual size. 

Seam allowance is included.
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83/4" tall triangle 
Actual size. 

Seam allowance is included.
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Quilt is 78" x 84.
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44111-13 44111-14 44111-15

44113-13 44113-15 44114-12

44115-11 44115-15 44116-13

44117-12 44117-13 44117-14

44117-15 44117-16

Background–23/4 yds
44115-12

Accent & Border–2⅝ yds
44112-16

Blocks & Binding–1¼ yds*

44112-14

14 Fat Quarters  18"x22"

Fabric Requirements:

*Cut a fat quarter from yardage  

to make the 15th fat quarter,  

Use remainder for binding.

Also needed:
Template Plastic or 10" Clearview Triangle Ruler

Backing- 5⅛


